A new experimental equipment allowing to study the sputtering induced by ion beam irradiation is presented. The sputtered particles are collected on a catcher which is analyzed in situ by Auger electron spectroscopy without breaking the ultra high vacuum (less than 10 −9 mbar), avoiding thus any problem linked to possible contamination. This method allows to measure the angular distribution of sputtering yield. 
replacement materials is still the subject of intense investigations. The first iteration of wall 23 cladding of the ITER reactor still contains carbon for divertor materials, and a total carbon-24 free cladding is not planned before 2020. Therefore, besides the search of alternatives, the 25 knowledge on carbon based materials and their interaction with the plasma, in particular 26 sputtering, needs to be improved.
27
Many previous studies on carbon sputtering were performed using plasma immersion 5 .
28
Their application is however limited to basic plasmas, which do not simulate very well the 29 plasma in tokamaks, especially in terms of energy density. An efficient way to study plasma-
30
wall interaction is to simulate the plasma influx by means of ion beams. Contrary to the case 31 of plasma immersion, particle properties are well defined, so the effects of ion species, charge 32 state, energy and flux can be studied separately. It became then possible to extrapolate 33 specific plasma properties. By using ion beam, the erosion can be characterized by the mass 34 loss measured by quartz crystal microbalance 6 . The sputtered particles can also be analyzed 35 by different techniques such as mass spectrometry 7 , or the so-called catcher method [8] [9] [10] [11] . This 36 2 last technique has the capability to study neutral species which represent the majority of 37 the sputtered particles.
38
The catcher method was adopted in this work in order to study sputtering by ion beams, figure 1 ). In the area A, the catcher is placed in front of an 53 ion sputter gun for the purpose of cleaning. In the area B dedicated to the irradiation itself, 54 the catcher is bent around the target in order to collect all the sputtered particles produced 55 by ion-surface interaction. Finally the catcher is analyzed in the area C by Auger electron 56 spectroscopy. These different steps are described below.
57
The set-up is placed in a high vacuum chamber, pumped by a dry primary pump and cleaning step is carried on until no pollution is detected by the Auger Spectrometer.
79
Once cleaned, the catcher is transferred to the irradiation area where it is bent around 
114
For a condensate C deposited on a substrate S, the amplitude of the Auger electron peak
115
I C and that of the elastic electron peak I EP follow respectively Eqs. 1 and 2:
In these equations I 0 is the primary electron beam intensity and d is the layer thickness.
117
The constants k C and k EP depend, among other parameters, on the detector efficiency, the 118 conversion between the number of electrons and the peak amplitude, and in the case of
119
Auger electrons on the ionization cross section and the emission probability. The constants 120 Λ C,E A and Λ C,E EP correspond respectively to the attenuation length of the electrons in the 121 condensate at the energy of E A and E EP ; these parameters are linked to the inelastic mean 122 free path (imfp) (λ C,E E A and λ C,E EP ) through a correction factor, k, taking into account 123 the elastic collisions and the detector geometry. r S and r C correspond respectively to the 124 backscattering correction factor of the E A energy electrons in the material substrate and 125 condensate. R C and R S correspond to the backscattering probability of primary electrons 126 on the condensate and the substrate.
127
In the case of a thin film of carbon covering silicon, r C and r S are negligible. To eliminate 128 any fluctuation of I 0 , it is possible to study the ratio between the Auger and the elastic peaks.
129
This ratio is given by the following expression:
where
The above equations include intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. While intrinsic parame-132 ters can easily be found in the literature, the extrinsic parameters which are linked to the
133
Auger spectrometer need to be determined. To measure them we used a setup (described analyzing them with the Auger spectrometer.
137
The thin films of carbon were deposited from a graphite rod sublimated by electron The calibration was achieved for silicon samples coated with carbon layers up to 2.8 nm
143
thick. The Auger spectra were recorded in the derivative mode, the Auger and elastic peak 144 currents were evaluated from the peak-to-peak height deduced from derived spectra (see 19), which is the case in our study. For the carbon peak we have taken into account the 147 base-line, as shown in figure 3.
148
During the calibration, the lock-in parameters of the Auger spectrometer were fixed: 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

153
At this point we observed the same behavior than that described in the Seah's model.
154
However, we did not succeed in getting a clean surface free of carbon and the initial carbon tion of the measurement corrected by a Student factor corresponding to a confidence interval 173 of 70%. As all the measurements were performed by using specific lock-in parameters, the 174 calibration can be considered valid for this set of parameters. However, some parameters 
V. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
180
A set of experiments were performed by irradiating multiple fusion relevant targets. A 218
